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3.   Public Issues 3 - 4 

 To receive any public questions, statements or petitions submitted in 
accordance with the Constitution. 
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COUNCIL MEETING – 1 October 2020 

Public Question from Kate Salter 

Considering the petition supporting Cllr Vikki Slade has 1794 signatures, a Support 

for the Unity Alliance petition is created (but could not be submitted in line with 

Constitutional procedures due to the Extraordinary General Meeting being scheduled 

imminently), the Conservatives only had 28% of the votes in the 2019 Local 

Elections and they cited road closures as a major factor in the Vote of No 

Confidence despite positive changes to active travel already being witnessed where 

these have been implemented, could a cross-party Cabinet be formed, giving a true 

representation of all the BCP Community’s political preferences?  

 

Response from Councillor M Howell 
 
Following the elections in May 2019, two balanced groupings emerged within the 
Council, the Conservatives and the Unity Alliance. As minority groupings, neither has 
a democratic mandate to govern although many would view the Unity Alliance as 
having greater authority by virtue of the weight of its collective votes in the elections.  

A cross-party Unity Alliance Cabinet has been in place for the last 16 months 
including members of the following groups: Lib Dems, Christchurch Independents, 
Poole People & ALL, Bournemouth Independent & Green, and Labour. Each of 
these groups committed to work together but without the imposition of a whip. The 
Unity Alliance governed with the support of unaligned members, but the death of two 
Unity Alliance members, and disagreements over policy with unaligned members, 
weakened it to the point where its leader lost a vote of no confidence last month. 

The current political make up of the Council, the Covid-19 crisis and the 
consequences of the council merger in 2019 now demand a more collaborative 
approach across the chamber. Working collectively across groups can be 
challenging, especially when you take on the responsibility of governing through 
Cabinet. It requires listening, respectful consideration and compromise. 
Unfortunately, the approach of some members has resulted in a lack of trust 
between the groupings. Although some informal discussions have taken place 
between their leaders, a shared Cabinet would not currently hold the confidence of 
either grouping. 

Negotiating the pandemic and transforming the Council are clearly key objectives in 
respect of which councillors should be able to find common ground. However, there 
should be many other areas of agreement in relation to strengthening our local 
economy, regenerating our town centres, tackling climate change and the loss of 
biodiversity, providing opportunities for our young people and supporting our 
vulnerable residents. We live in a wonderful place, but we need to make it better, 
particularly for those who are struggling on low incomes with high housing costs. 
Indeed, the Corporate Strategy adopted by this Council already seeks as its priority 
to deliver vibrant communities, sustainability, wellbeing and investment. Challenge 
and scrutiny are important aspects of governance, but they can be carried out within 
a collaborative framework, and indeed are less likely to descend into point-scoring 
and abusive comments when an atmosphere of goodwill exists.  

To conclude, I thank Ms Salter for her question. I have been approached frequently 
over the last month by residents who do not understand why politicians seem unable 
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to find a way to work together for the common good. We were each elected by a 
subset of voters, but we owe a responsibility to all our residents. I therefore request 
that the candidates tonight embrace the principle of collective decision-making and 
put forward some innovative solutions to achieve it. 

 
 
 
Public Statement from Michael French 
 
'If a full Unity Alliance cabinet cannot be formed by voting for a UA leader, then the 
community would value a cross-party cabinet and sharing of power, taking into 
consideration the conservative party had 28% of the vote in 2019. We ask you to 
consider this and the public support in your proceedings.  

OUR PETITION HAS BEEN LIVE 1 WEEK, IT RECIEVED 268 SUPPORTERS AND 
RISING. THE SUPPORT IS HERE FOR THIS CURRENT COUNCIL AND WE 
BELIEVE THEY NEED TO BE GIVEN A FULL FAIR TERM' 
https://www.change.org/p/bournemouth-christchurch-and-poole-council-support-for-
bcp-unity-alliance.  

Another campaign was submitted to the VoNC in June. 
https://www.change.org/p/bournemouth-poole-and-christchurch-councillors-keep-
leader-of-bcp-council-councillor-vikki-slade ' 
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